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Abstract: (1) Background: The aim of the study was to investigate if the Dark Triad (DT)—which
includes psychopathy, Machiavellianism and narcissism—impulsiveness and Honesty-Humility
(HH), can predict individuals’ intended behavior in a one-shot Prisoner’s Dilemma Game (PDG)
and whether this relationship is moderated by gender. (2) Methods: A cross-sectional correlational
design was used, examining regression and moderation models. A total sample of 197 working
adults from Greece (64% women, Mage = 35.13 years old) completed a one-shot, simulated PDG,
the Dirty Dozen scale, the Barratt Impulsiveness Scale and the Honesty-Humility subscale from the
HEXACO NEO-PI. (3) Results: Significant correlations between overall DT score, narcissism and
psychopathy scores and impulsiveness and all three DT traits, as well as the overall DT score and
honesty-humility, were identified. Overall DT scores were found to increase the odds of defecting,
while gender significantly moderated the effects of Machiavellianism, HH and impulsiveness on
the participants’ behavior in the one shot PDG, leading to different effects for men and women.
(4) Conclusions: Gender moderates the relationship between certain personality traits and behavior in
social situations involving interdependence and/or moral decision making, such as the PDG, leading
to changes both in terms of the statistical significance and the direction of the effect. Simulated social
situations could serve as situational judgment tests in an effort to develop a better understanding of
the underpinning mechanisms between personality, gender and social behavior.

Keywords: Dark Triad; impulsiveness; Honesty-Humility; the Prisoner’s Dilemma Game

1. Introduction

Mathematical game theory offers models for studying ethical decision making and
intended moral behavior in in-vitro social situations [1,2]. In such a framework, one individ-
ual is asked to choose among a range of options based on the known or expected behavior
of another individual or other individuals. The outcomes and the consequences of the
choices depend on the decisions of the other individual(s) and are represented with prefixed
and clear numerical values. Competition and cooperation are two concepts that occupy a
large place in the field of human sciences. The “prisoner’s dilemma” is a well-known game,
a cooperation problem, where the outcome is determined by the players’ decisions to either
cooperate with their partner or betray them [3]. It is a two-person, non-zero-sum game
where a graded pattern of rewards is offered based on the constellation of decisions made
by the two players [4,5]. In the Prisoner’s Dilemma Game (PDG), there is a temptation for
the player to trick the other player, as a successful defection leads to the highest reward
possible, whilst there is a smaller reward for cooperation, as there would be no reason for
defection if the reward for mutual cooperation was higher. Meanwhile, the lowest reward is
offered when the individual is being defected by the opponent [6,7]. The interest in the re-
lationship between personality, moral judgment and intended behavior in ethical dilemmas
is deeply rooted in the history of philosophy and psychology. In this study, we examined
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the potential role of two normal-range personality traits—meaning Honesty-Humility (HH)
and impulsiveness—and the Dark Triad personality traits—Machiavellianism, narcissism
and psychopathy—in an online simulation of a one-shot PDG.

The Dark Triad (DT) is a structure of three theoretically distinct (though empirically
overlapping) personality characteristics (psychopathy, Machiavellianism and narcissism)
that are largely characterized by interpersonal maladaptation [8,9] and fall under the
umbrella of antagonism [10]. Psychopathy, as part of the DT, is characterized by a lack
of conscience and guilt [11,12], as well as uncooperative behavior in a variety of social
situations [13,14], and it has been suggested that lower levels of cooperativeness pay
higher rewards for individuals scoring higher in psychopathy [15]. The second traits of
the DT, Machiavellianism, is a psychological notion that was developed approximately
during 1954–1955 and has been identified as the core of manipulation with four main
characteristics: lack of emotional affection within interpersonal relationships, lack of inter-
est in conventional morality, lack of psychopathology awareness and lack of ideological
commitment [16]. The third trait of the DT is narcissism, a term first used by Havelock
Ellis [17] to describe a clinical condition of auto-eroticism. Narcissism is a relatively con-
stant differentiation of human personality characterized mainly by a sense of magnificence,
overrated sensation of beauty and falsified views of oneself, extending to individual, inter-
personal relationships and self-regulation strategies, as well as self-enhancement and social
dominance [18,19]. The DT exhibits strong correlations with self-reported measures of
impulsiveness [20,21], a trait that has also been related to the likelihood of defecting in the
PDG [22]. Generally, impulsiveness is a concept related to externalized behaviors that seem
to have not been well thought through [23]. Barratt [24] conceptualized impulsiveness into
three components: motor impulsivity, cognitive impulsivity and the difficulty of planning
over time or anticipation.

Honesty-Humility (HH) from the HEXACO model of personality [25] has been referred
to as a core opposite trait of the DT, with significant, high correlations between the two [10].
HH has been found to be associated with adjectives such as fair, generous and modest
while being opposed to adjectives such as dishonest, unfair, greedy and boastful [26] and is
considered to be associated with altruism and/or cooperation via a reluctance to exploit
others even when one could get away with doing it [27]. Differences in HH are associated
with individual differences in the tendency to be authentic at the interpersonal level, to
avoid deception and corruption, to not care about social status and wealth, to be humble
and modest and to be willing to give up personal gain for collective benefit [28,29].

The potential role of the aforementioned variables in the PDG has been examined
in both one-shot and iterated simulations. Deutchman and Sullivan [30] found that par-
ticipants with high DT scores were more likely to behave selfishly in a one-shot PDG.
Congruently, Malesza [22] reported that the DT could significantly predict the likelihood of
defection in an iterated PDG with 10 consecutive rounds; more specifically, psychopathy
and Machiavellianism but not narcissism were identified as significant predictors of the
participants’ likelihood of defecting, while high impulsiveness combined with high psy-
chopathy could better predict defection. Conversely, in another study, it was reported that
narcissism was related to initial cooperative behavior eventually followed by increased
defective behavior in iterated PDGs [31]. Curry et al. [32], in their study, showed that indi-
viduals high in Machiavellianism were less likely to cooperate as a response or to initiate
cooperation. On the other hand, HH has been suggested as a relatively stable predictor
of cooperative behavior. In particular, Hilbig et al. [33], in their study, found that HH
was a significant predictor of cooperation in cooperation games, especially in cases where
temptation was a possible motivational factor for defection. These findings suggest that
individuals with high levels of HH have more potential to resist a temptation that motivates
them to defect compared to those with lower levels of HH. Zettler et al. [34] also explored
the role of HH in social decision making and found that the changes in participants’ deci-
sions greatly depended on the dispositional level of HH when punishment was introduced.
HH was linked to prosocial behavior in the dictator giving game [35] and the chicken
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game [33], although there have also been reports of inconsistency in the relationship be-
tween HH and prosocial behaviors in social situations that allow exploitation of others [36].
The aforementioned literature and empirical evidence informed Hypotheses 1 and 2 of the
study, which were formulated as follows:

H1a. There is a statistically significant negative correlation between HH and the DT.

H1b. There is a statistically significant positive correlation between impulsiveness and the DT.

H2. The DT, HH and impulsiveness are significant predictors of the participants’ behavior in the PDG.

Gender differences in personality are well documented in the empirical literature [37–39]
and have also been reported with regards to the DT personality traits [40] and the motiva-
tional behavior control aspect of impulsiveness [41]. However, the literature on behavior
in cooperation games such as the PDG is less clear in terms of gender differences; while
women are often stereotyped to be more cooperative and communal than men [42], findings
from PDG studies have shown that women are often less cooperative in fully incentivized
one-shot PDGs [43] as well as when risk is high [44]. This is in agreement with empirical
evidence that suggests that women are more risk averse than men in social risk taking [45],
in objective probability gambles [46] and in financial risks [47]. In addition, as the PDG
involves fear of exploitation and expectations regarding other peoples’ cooperation [43],
it is still not clear whether the stereotypically higher prosociality of women is translated
into cooperative behavior in social dilemmas and whether the same personality traits have
similar effects on men’s and women’s behavior in terms of magnitude and direction. Socio-
cultural theory [48] has been previously used to explain gender differences in personality
and emotion, postulating that gender differences arise from social, cultural, psychological
and other environmental forces while acknowledging the roles of biological effects and
learned influences [49]. Thus, we expected gender to moderate the relationship between
the examined personality traits and the likelihood of the participants defecting in the
one-shot PDG (Figure 1). The aforementioned literature and empirical evidence informed
Hypothesis 3 of the study, which was formulated as follows:
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Table 1. Demographic information. 
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Junior high school 7 3.6 
High school 22 11.2 

Technical education 42 21.3 
University/college 65 33.0 

Master’s degree 50 25.4 
Doctorate degree 11 5.6 

Marital status  

Unmarried  106 53.8 
Married  44 22.3 
Divorced  33 16.8 
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Other 10 5.1 

Figure 1. Hypothesized model for the moderating effect of gender on the relationship between the
examined personality traits and participants’ behavior in the PDG.

H3. Gender moderates the relationship between (a) the DT, (b) HH, (c) impulsiveness and the
participants’ behavior in the PDG.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Design

The research followed a quantitative, cross-sectional correlational design. In particular,
participants’ behavior in the PDG was the dependent variable in the predictive models with
two levels, defect (confess) and cooperate (remain silent). The DT scores, impulsiveness
and HH were the independent variables/predictors.
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2.2. Participants

A total sample of 197 individuals (N = 197, 64% women, Mage = 35.13 years old)
participated in the study. Power analysis indicated a minimum of 85 participants in order
to detect significant effects with a statistical power of 0.80 (Pr(Y = 1/X = 1)H1 = 0.60). Op-
portunity/Convenience sampling was used to collect responses from a general population
sample (Table 1, demographic information). Inclusion criteria were: participants had to be
adults (>18 years old) and fluent in the Greek language (language of the survey). Exclusion
criteria were: individuals with visual disabilities were excluded as the survey was only
available in written form, and individuals with diagnosed mental health disorders related
to personality were excluded as well due to the use of personality trait measures, which
potentially refer to aspects that might overlap with symptoms of mental health disorders
(e.g., the DT and Antisocial Personality Disorder). Further demographic information is
presented in Table 1, indicating that the sample was generally heterogeneous, similar to
relevant studies that have examined the issue in the general population.

Table 1. Demographic information.

F %

Education

Junior high school 7 3.6
High school 22 11.2

Technical education 42 21.3
University/college 65 33.0

Master’s degree 50 25.4
Doctorate degree 11 5.6

Marital status

Unmarried 106 53.8
Married 44 22.3
Divorced 33 16.8

Cohabitation agreement 4 2.0
Other 10 5.1

Employment status

Employee in private sector 101 51.3
Employee in public sector 24 12.1

Freelancer 50 25.4
Other 22 11.2

2.3. Measures

The participants completed an online questionnaire that consisted of a one-shot PDG,
three standardized scales and one improvised demographics questionnaire. The measures
administered to the participants were the Dirty Dozen scale for measuring the DT, the
Barratt Impulsiveness Scale and the Honesty-Humility subscale from the HEXACO NEO-PI
personality inventory.

Adaptation of the PDG: The PDG was adapted as a one-shot item for the purposes of
the study. In particular, the participants were informed about a fictional situation in which
they were required to imagine themselves prior to choosing their desired response. They
were presented with a short text explaining the scenario of the PDG, and they were invited
to play in real time. The participants were informed that each one of them is one of two
criminals who were arrested due to allegedly committing a burglary, and they were given
the following options: defect (confess) or cooperate (remain silent) (Table 2). In the light
of the above, they were asked to choose their response in a one-shot game, and, after the
participant chose their response, they were informed that the other participant (predefined
option) in fact made the same decision as them.
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Table 2. Cross-tabulation of the outcome for each player in the PDG.

Player 1 Player 2

Defect Cooperate

Defect (Confess) 5 years in prison for each Pl.1: released/Pl.2: 20 years in prison
Cooperate (Remain Silent) Pl.1: 20 years in prison/Pl.2: released 1 year in prison for each

Dirty Dozen: For the measurement of the DT, the Dirty Dozen scale was used [50],
back-translated in Greek. The Dirty Dozen scale consists of 12 items measured on Lik-
ert scales, divided into three quadrants, each referring to a different aspect of the dark
personality—psychopathy, Machiavellianism and narcissism. Despite its division into
three dimensions, the Dirty Dozen scale remains a single scale, yielding a total score as
well [50], with a good fit for the bifactorial model [21,50,51]. The Dirty Dozen scale shows
high internal consistency levels for the total scale (alpha = 0.83).

Barratt’s Impulsiveness Scale: Barratt’s Impulsiveness Scale (BIS) [24] is a self-report
scale with 30 items. The items are scored on a 4-point scale (1 = rarely/never, 2 = occa-
sionally, 3 = often, 4 = almost always/always). Reliability coefficients for the total score
(Cronbach’s alpha) range from 0.72 to 0.83. A global score, sum of all the items, is attributed.
Each of the subscales (Barratt factors) receives a score according to the items that compose
it: motor impulsiveness, measuring the behavioral dimension of impulsiveness; cognitive
impulsiveness, related to the potential difficulties experienced in intellectual tasks and
their own ability to evaluate their mode of cognitive functioning; and planning difficulty,
related to a more general dimension of impulsivity and, in particular, to the overall mode
of operation of the subject in relation to the notion of the future and self-control [24].

Honesty-Humility: HH was measured with the relevant subscale from the HEXACO
Personality Inventory [25]. The subscale consists of 10 items answered on 5-point Likert
scales (1 = totally disagree, 5 = totally agree). The subscale has high internal consistency
(alpha = 0.72).

2.4. Procedure

The study was approved by the Ethics Committee of the University of Central Lan-
cashire. Surveys were administered online via the Google Forms platform and shared via
social media platforms. Eligible participants received the link so that they could respond
online. The participants were informed about the purpose and the context of the study
so that they could give their informed consent in order to be able to proceed to further
completing the questionnaire. After the consent form, the participants were presented
with the PDG scenario in detail and the outcome for each of their choices. The participants
completed the one-shot PDG followed by the Dirty Dozen scale, which was followed by
the Barratt’s Impulsiveness Scale and, afterwards, the Honesty-Humility subscale. The im-
provised demographics questionnaire was the last part of the form. Participants also were
offered the option to submit their email address in case they wanted to be informed about
the summative results of the study. Participation was anonymous; data were confidential,
and all ethical requirements were met.

2.5. Analysis

Statistical analyses were conducted with SPSS v28. Variables were screened for normal
distribution with standardized values of skewness and kurtosis [52], and reliability coeffi-
cients were calculated for scales and subscales (Cronbach’s alpha). The global score was
used for impulsiveness. For the DT, the bifactorial model was taken into account, leading to
one overall DT variable as well as one separate variable for each of the three constructs. Par-
ticipants responses in the PDG simulation were coded as a binary variable with the higher
value attributed to defecting (0 = cooperate/remain silent, 1 = defect/confess). Pearson
r correlations were used to test the first hypothesis regarding the significant correlations
between the DT, HH and impulsiveness. A multiple linear regression was performed to
examine HH and impulsiveness as predictors of the DT. Binary logistic regression was used
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to test whether the DT, HH and impulsiveness could predict the participants’ response
in the one-shot PDG. Separate regression models were used for variables with strong
correlation coefficients (r > 0.65) to avoid multicollinearity. Hypothesis 3—meaning the
moderating effect of gender—was tested using moderation analysis with logistic regression
and a bootstrapping approach to assess the significance of the effects at differing levels of
the moderator [53]. Different moderation models were tested for each of the independent
variables to examine all potential interactions of gender with the independent variables
of the study, while the remaining variables were entered as covariates. In each model,
gender was always the moderator (dichotomous variable, 0 = men, 1 = women), and partic-
ipants’ behavior in the one-shot PDG was always the outcome (0 = cooperate/remain silent,
1 = defect/confess). Due to the dichotomous nature of the outcome variable, moderation
analysis with logistic regression was deemed to be the most suitable option.

3. Results

Distribution of variables indicated that the data were positively skewed for psychopa-
thy (z-skewness = 3.38/z-kurtosis = 0.77) and Machiavellianism (z-skewness = 4.65/z-
kurtosis = 0.86) and negatively skewed for HH (z-skewness = −4.95/z-kurtosis = 2.30)
compared to the +/−3.29 threshold recommended by Field [52]. Logarithmic transfor-
mation was used for the positively skewed data using the ln(x) function. Normal Score
Transformation (NST) was used for the negatively skewed data. Winsorization was used to
deal with outliers [52]. Transformations had no impact on the statistical significance of the
findings. Table 3 includes the original values for means, SDs and minimum and maximum
scores for each variable as well as the standardized values for skewness/kurtosis.

Table 3. Descriptive statistics for the total sample (N = 197) for Machiavellianism, psychopathy,
narcissism, impulsiveness and honesty-humility.

N Min Max M SD Z-Skewness ** Z-Kurtosis **

Dark Triad * 197 12.00 75.00 36.74 12.36 2.71 1.73
Machiavellianism 197 4.00 24.00 9.46 4.58 0.30 2.89

Psychopathy 197 4.00 26.00 11.40 5.41 1.34 2.74
Narcissism 197 4.00 28.00 15.87 5.78 0.74 1.42

Impulsiveness 197 36.00 104.00 65.36 11.37 2.19 2.25
Honesty-Humility 197 12.00 49.00 35.51 7.79 0.03 0.51

* Overall mean score of Machiavellianism, psychopathy and narcissism. ** Values for z-skewness and z-kurtosis
after applying the ln(x) transformation for psychopathy and Machiavellianism and the NST transformation for
honesty/humility.

Correlations between the variables of the study were examined using the Pearson
r correlation coefficient to test H1a and H1b (Table 4). A significant positive correlation
was identified between the DT and impulsiveness (r = 0.28, p < 0.001), and a negative
strong correlation was found between the DT and HH (r = −0.62, p < 0.001). Impulsiveness
had a significant negative correlation with HH (r = −0.36, p < 0.001). Significant positive
correlations were identified between impulsiveness and narcissism (r = 0.24, p < 0.001) and
psychopathy (r = 0.23, p < 0.01) but not Machiavellianism. HH was negatively correlated
with each of the three dark traits: narcissism (r = −0.55, p < 0.001); Machiavellianism
(r = −0.28, p < 0.001); and psychopathy (r = −0.52, p < 0.001). HH and impulsiveness were
examined as predictors of DT, controlling for demographic variables, and the regression
model showed that HH was a significant predictor of the DT (β = −0.576, SE = 0.804)
(t = −8.668, p < 0.001, 95% CI (−8.66, −5.49)) while impulsiveness was not.
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Table 4. Correlation (Pearson r) coefficients (N = 197, CI 95%).

1 2 3 4 5

1. Dark Triad

2. Narcissism 0.80 **

3. Machiavellianism 0.63 ** 0.22 **

4. Psychopathy 0.83 ** 0.58 ** 0.36 **

5. Impulsiveness 0.28 ** 0.24 ** 0.07 0.23 *

6. Honesty/Humility −0.62 ** −0.55 ** −0.28 ** −0.52 ** −0.36 **

* Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (two-tailed). ** Correlation is significant at the 0.001 level (two-tailed).

Logistic regression was employed as the regression method for Hypotheses 2 and
3. Logistic regression analysis was chosen as the best fit since the outcome variable was
dichotomous; moreover, logistic regression is valuable for predicting the likelihood of
an event, as it allows the researchers to predict the odds of occurrence between any two
classes [54]. Linearity of independent variables and log odds was tested prior to conducting
logistic regressions with the use of the Box–Tidwell test and visual check of the scatterplots
between each predictor and its logit values, which indicated that the assumption of linearity
was satisfied. No significant outliers were identified in the data after the initial winsoriza-
tion (no data points with absolute standardized residual values > 3), while absence of
multicollinearity was implied as VIF < 5.

Regarding Hypothesis 2, the effect of the DT was statistically significant and positive
(b = 0.046, SE = 0.02, p = 0.040, OR = 1.05, 95% CI (0.01, 0.09)), slightly increasing the odds
of the participants defecting. Additionally, the significant direct effect of impulsiveness
was positive (b = 0.058, SE = 0.03, p = 0.027, OR = 1.06, 95% CI (0.01, 0.11)).

The effect of HH was negative, thus, reducing the odds of defecting, but not statistically
significant (b = −0.290, SE = 0.30, p = 0.341, OR = 0.74 = 5, 95% CI (−0.89, 0.31)), and the ef-
fect of Machiavellianism was also non-significant but positive (b = 0.432, SE = 0.53, p = 0.412,
OR = 1.54, 95% CI (−0.60, 1.47)), as was the effect on narcissism (b = 0.075, SE = 0.05,
p = 0.129, OR = 1.08, 95% CI (−0.02, 0.17)) and the effect of psychopathy (b = 1.322,
SE = 0.68, p = 0.053, OR = 3.75, 95% CI (−0.02, 2.66)). Thus, only the overall DT score
and impulsiveness could predict the odds of defection on a statistically significant level,
partially supporting the second hypothesis (H2).

As far as Hypothesis 3 is concerned, the results of the moderation analysis indicated
that gender had a significant moderating effect on participants’ behavior in the PDG, HH,
Machiavellianism and impulsiveness, but not for psychopathy, narcissism and overall
DT scores.

More specifically, for HH, the results indicated a significant interaction (b = 0.990,
SE = 0.36, p = 0.006, OR = 2.69, 95% CI (0.28, 1.70)). In particular, among women, HH
had a statistically significant positive effect, increasing the odds of them defecting in the
one-shot PDG (b = 0.701, SE = 0.26, OR = 2.02, p = 0.007, 95% CI (0.19, 1.21)). Among men,
the effect of HH was negative—thus, decreasing the odds of defecting—but not statistically
significant (b = −0.290, SE = 0.30, OR = 0.75, p = 0.34, 95% CI (−0.89, 0.31)). Figure 2 graphs
the interaction, showing the change in the expected probability by gender. Overall, the
effect of HH on the participants’ behaviors changed both in terms of significance and in
terms of direction between men and women.
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The moderating effect of gender was also significant for the effect of Machiavellianism
on participants’ behavior in the one-shot PDG, showing a statistically significant interaction,
(b = −1.669, SE = 0.69, p = 0.015, OR = 0.19, 95% CI (−3.02, −0.32)). In particular, among
women, Machiavellianism had a statistically significant negative effect, reducing the odds
of defecting in the PDG (b = −1.237, SE = 0.46, OR = 0.29, p = 0.007, 95% CI (−2.13,
−0.34)). Among men, the effect of Machiavellianism was positive—thus, increasing the
odds of defecting—but it was not significant (b = 0.432, SE = 0.53, OR = 1.54, p = 0.411,
95% CI (−0.60, 1.47)). Figure 3 graphs the interaction, showing the change in the expected
probability by gender. Overall, the effect of Machiavellianism on the participants’ behaviors
changed both in terms of significance and in terms of direction between men and women.
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The moderating effect of gender was also significant for the effect of impulsive-
ness on participants’ behavior in the PDG, showing a statistically significant interaction,
(b = −0.078, SE = 0.03, p = 0.014, OR = 0.93, 95% CI (−0.14, −0.02)). In particular, among
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men, impulsiveness had a statistically significant positive effect, increasing the odds of
them defecting in the PDG (b = 0.058, SE = 0.03, OR = 0.29, p = 0.028, 95% CI (0.01, 0.11)).
Among women, the effect of impulsiveness was negative but non-significant (b = −0.020,
SE = 0.02, OR = 0.98, p = 0.289, 95% CI (−0.06, 0.02)). Figure 4 graphs the interaction,
showing the change in the expected probability by gender. Overall, the effect of impulsive-
ness on the participants’ behaviors changed both in terms of significance and in terms of
direction between men and women.
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The moderating effect of gender was not significant for the effect of the overall DT
score on participants’ behavior in the PDG (b = −0.036, SE = 0.03, p = 0.193, OR = 0.96,
95% CI (−0.09, −0.02)). No significant moderating effects were identified for the interaction
between gender and narcissism (b = −0.009, SE = 0.06, p = 0.877, OR = 0.99, 95% CI (−0.11,
0.10)), while the direct effect of narcissism was also not significant (b = 0.075, SE = 0.05,
p = 0.129, OR = 1.08, 95% CI (−0.02, 0.17)). The results of the interaction and the direct effect
of psychopathy were non-significant as well (b = −0.962, SE = 0.72, p = 0.182, OR = 0.38,
95% CI (−2.37, 0.45) and b = 1.322, SE = 0.68, p = 0.052, OR = 3.75, 95% CI (−0.02, 2.66),
respectively).

4. Discussion

The purpose of this study was to examine the relationship between the DT, impul-
siveness, HH and behavior in a one-shot PDG and whether participants’ gender was a
moderator in these relationships. We hypothesized that HH, impulsiveness and the DT
would be significantly correlated (H1ab), that HH, impulsiveness and the DT traits would
significantly predict the likelihood of defecting in a one-shot PDG (H2) and that gender
would moderate the relationship between the participants’ behavior in the PDG and the
examined personality traits (H3).

The statistical analyses performed indicated that there was indeed a significant positive
correlation between DT and impulsiveness and a significant negative correlation between
DT and HH, thus, supporting our first hypothesis (H1ab). Hypothesis 2 (H2) was partially
supported, as only the overall DT score and impulsiveness had a significant overall effect on
the participants’ responses in the PDG. Regarding the third hypothesis (H3), the moderation
models tested showed that gender had a significant moderating effect in the cases of
Machiavellianism, HH and impulsiveness, but not for the overall DT score, psychopathy or
narcissism, thus, partially supporting this hypothesis as well.
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The negative correlation between HH and the DT has been well documented in the
literature, and it has been suggested that it can be explained via the common low pole
that HH shares with the DT [30]; studies have previously explained that there is a part of
variance shared between HH and the DT, with strong correlations (−0.80 to −0.94). HH was
found to be a significant negative predictor of the DT, in line with previous research which
has supported the fact that an increase in HH scores is associated with a decrease in DT
scores [30]. Congruently, the positive relationship between the DT traits and impulsiveness
is in agreement with previous studies. When examining each of the dark triad traits
separately, psychopathy and narcissism were positively correlated to impulsiveness while
Machiavellianism was not, in agreement with previous findings where different measures
of impulsivity were examined [20,55].

The results of our study also supported the potential effect of the DT and impulsiveness
on predicting the likelihood of defection in a one-shotPDG, in agreement with previous
research supporting the existing findings that higher DT scores would predict more selfish
(defective) behavior [22,30]. However, the moderating effect of gender revealed that, in the
cases of HH, Machiavellianism and impulsiveness, the effect of the same traits not only
differs in terms of its statistical significance, but also in the direction. More specifically, we
found that HH significantly increased the likelihood of confessing among women—i.e.,
defecting—but the non-significant effect in men had the opposite direction, meaning that it
was related to reduced likelihood of defecting. Machiavellianism in women decreased the
likelihood of defecting, while, among men, it was found to increase the odds of defection;
impulsiveness increased the likelihood of defecting among men but, conversely, reduced
the odds of defection among women. Past research has provided support for gender
differences in DT traits in terms of how they are expressed; for example, Szabo and
Jones [56] found that Machiavellianism was positively associated with planning among
men but negatively among women, suggesting that the same traits can be linked to different
behavioral patterns. The different effects for men and women that were identified in our
study are congruent with the previous literature that identified gender to be a significant
moderator in the relationship between personality and behavior-related outcomes, such
as counterproductive work behavior [57,58] and buying behavior [59,60], suggesting that
personality traits might be operationalized in different ways and, thus, lead to different
responses and/or behavioral outcomes among men and women. Such an approach can
be supported both from an evolutionary perspective, suggesting that women and men
have developed different adaptive mechanisms, and a social-constructionist approach,
supporting the fact that these differences are the product of social learning and social
influences [43]. As such, findings suggesting that HH leads to an increased likelihood
of defecting among women as opposed to decreasing the likelihood of defecting among
men could be related to differences in expectations, lower trust and increased risk aversion
among women, especially considering that defecting leads to avoiding the worse outcome
in the PDG (20 years jailtime if the other person defects) and could also lead to the best
outcome if the other person cooperates (0 years jailtime if the other person cooperates).

The findings of the current study are susceptible to certain limitations. In particu-
lar, the convenience sampling strategy limits the generalizability of the findings and the
representativeness of the studied population, thus, affecting the validity of the research.
The present research was also limited by the collection of only self-report data; thus, we
do not know the degree to which estimates of the relationships between the variables
are biased by self-rating—especially in cases of socially non-desirable traits such as the
DT personality traits [61]—and common method variance. Future research should seek
to collect data from multiple sources and use different methods of data collection (e.g.,
experience sampling methodology). In addition, the one-shot PDG gives limited insight
into the individuals’ behavior patterns compared to an iterated PDG. In addition, we did
not examine the effect of contextual factors (e.g., phrasing the game in terms of gain or
loss, considering differences between playing against a computer and/or a person, digital
simulation versus face-to-face interaction, etc.).
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Nonetheless, the study has implications associated with personality assessment and
behavior prediction. The implications related to the moderating role of gender support
the need to further explore how the same personality traits can potentially lead to differ-
ent behavioral outcomes and subjective experiences for individuals of different genders.
Neglecting the potential differences stemming from demographic variables can result in
empirical evidence that either provides more information for particular subgroups or is
characterized by very limited external validity and practical usefulness. In the field of
management and organizational psychology, these implications extend to increasing coop-
eration and cohesion in teams, managing counterproductive work behaviors, dealing with
unprofessional behaviors, competitiveness and organizational trust and communication,
among other things. Moreover, examining the potential effects of personality traits in
simulated social situations involving goods, interdependence and/or ethical dilemmas
could serve as situational judgment tests in an effort to develop new, more valid and
reliable measures of personality and, in particular, to develop a better understanding of
the underpinning mechanisms between personality traits and (non)cooperative behavior.
Computer-simulated real-life situations associated with personality measures might be an
effective and promising method for personality assessment and behavior prediction.

5. Conclusions

There is a need for further investigation of the behavioral phenotypes of the DT
personality traits as well examination of possible mediating and moderating effects of
key-demographic factors. Moreover, future research should examine the use of virtual
reality technologies in decoding real-life social dilemmas, which, combined with person-
ality measures, could allow a more thorough understanding of the complex mechanisms
that explain the relations between personality and behavior in social situations involving
interdependence and/or ethical decision making. Such studies will allow a deeper in-
sight into the understanding of human personality development and behavior, generating
information that can have applications and implications both in theory and in practice,
while taking into account key demographic variables that can differentiate the effect that
personality traits might have on individual and social behavior.
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